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Abstract—In an urban environment, intersections are critical locations in terms of road crashes and number of killed or injured people. Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) can help reduce the traffic collisions at intersections by sending warning messages to the vehicles. However, the performance of VANETs should be enhanced to guarantee delivery of the messages, particularly safety messages to the destination. Data congestion control is an efficient way to decrease packet loss and delay and increase the reliability of VANETs. In this paper, a centralized and localized data congestion control strategy is proposed to control data congestion using roadside units (RSUs) at intersections. The proposed strategy consists of three units for detecting congestion, clustering messages, and controlling data congestion. In this strategy, the channel usage level is measured to detect data congestion in the channels. The messages are gathered, filtered, and then clustered by machine learning algorithms. $K$-means algorithm clusters the messages based on message size, validity of messages, and type of messages. The data congestion control unit determines appropriate values of transmission range and rate, contention window size, and arbitration interframe spacing for each cluster. Finally, RSUs at the intersections send the determined communication parameters to the vehicles stopped before the red traffic lights to reduce communication collisions. Simulation results show that the proposed strategy significantly improves the delay, throughput, and packet loss ratio in comparison with other congestion control strategies using the proposed congestion control strategy.

Index Terms—Congestion control, machine learning algorithms, $K$-means algorithm, quality of service, vehicular ad hoc networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

VEHICULAR ad hoc network (VANet) was developed to provide vehicular communications with a reliable and cost-efficient data distribution. The vehicular communications can be used to reduce road accidents, traffic congestion, traveling time, fuel consumption and so on [1], [2]. Vehicular communications allow the road users to be informed about the critical and dangerous situations, which may happen in their surrounding environment, by exchanging some information. Therefore, VANets can play a vital role to ensure safer urban environments for road users [3], [4].

VANet is employed by Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications. Communications in VANets rely on standards and protocols defined in Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) and Wireless Access in a Vehicular Environment (WAVE). IEEE 802.11p and IEEE1609 are two WAVE standards. These standards are used to manage resources, network services, multi-channels operations, security services and so on. VANets employs Road-Side Units (RSUs) and On-Board Units (OBUs) to conduct V2I and V2V communications. RSUs are fixed at the roadside, while OBUs are fixed on vehicles [3]–[6].

The applications developed for VANets can be classified into three main categories: 1) safety applications (e.g., road hazard control notification and emergency electronic break light), 2) convenience applications (e.g., parking availability notification and congested road notification.), and 3) commercial applications (e.g., service announcements and content map database download) [5], [7]. These applications generate two types of messages for communications in VANets, that includes safety and non-safety messages. The safety messages including beacon and emergency messages are transferred in the control channel. The non-safety messages including the messages generated by convenience and commercial applications are transferred in service channels [6], [8], [9].

In urban environments, the intersections are critical places because they are the most likely places for road crashes. In Canada, almost 800 road users killed and 7250 seriously injured at intersection crashes in 2005 [10]. Recent statistical data of road crashes reported by Canada Road Safety Vision 2010 shows that approximately 47% of all people killed and 57% of all injured [10]. In addition, based on the statistical data of road crashes in Brampton roadways, between 2003 and 2007, 71% of pedestrian collisions happened at intersections [11]. To provide a safer and more reliable environment for road users at intersection on urban streets, the application of VANets seems to be essential. A high level of Quality of Service (QoS) is required at intersections to avoid any communication collisions that may happen due to heavy communications load. Enhancement of QoS in VANets is a challenging task due to some special characteristics of VANets such as topology changes and frequently broken rout [12].
Data congestion is one of the problematic issues in VANets. From now on we will refer to data congestion just as congestion. Congestion occurs in the networks when the channels are overloaded in high dense network conditions, ultimately resulting in increased packet loss and delay, and reduced the performance of network. Therefore, congestion control needs to be conducted to support QoS, as well as to ensure the safety and reliability in vehicular environments [13]–[16].

Basically, congestion control strategies for VANets can be classified into five categories including rate-based, power-based, CSMA/CA-based, prioritizing and scheduling-based, and hybrid strategies [17]. In rate-based strategies, transmission rate is decreased when the channels are congested [18], [19]. In power-based strategies, transmission power or range is dynamically adjusted to decrease the channels loads [20], [21]. In CSMA/CA-based strategies, congestion is controlled by modifying the CSMA/CA protocol and adjusting the contention window size and/or Arbitration inter-frame spacing (AIFS) to decrease the channel access [22], [23]. The prioritizing and scheduling-based strategies define a priority for each message and schedule them in control and service channel queues such that the emergency and safety massages get higher priorities to transfer with less delay [24], [25]. Finally, in hybrid strategies, all or some of the proposed solutions in previous categories are combined to control congestion [12], [26], [27].

In this work, a Machine Learning Congestion Control (ML-CC) strategy is introduced. The proposed strategy is a hybrid centralized and localized strategy that employs Road Side Unites (RSUs) to control congestion. Indeed, this strategy centrally performs in the RSU set at each intersection instead of in the vehicles to locally control the congestion of that intersection. In this strategy, the messages are clustered using machine learning algorithms in each RSU independently. The transmission range and rate, contention window size, and AIFS parameters are the effective communication parameters for congestion occurrence. Thus, the congestion can be controlled by adjusting the communication parameters for different classes of messages rather than all the messages, which, as a result, increases the efficiency of the process. The communications parameters for each class of the messages are determined based on the minimum delay for transferring the messages of each cluster. Then, the determined communication parameters are sent to the vehicles located in the congestion area at each intersection. Controlling congestion in these areas helps to reduce the number of packets lost and delay and consequently increases the safety and reliability in VANets.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews the background of congestion control and the best congestion control strategies in VANets. Section III proposes a strategy to control congestion centrally and locally. Finally, Section IV evaluates the performance of the proposed strategy based on QoS parameters.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

Generally, congestion control strategies are classified into two groups of solutions: open-loop and closed-loop solutions. The open-loop solutions prevent congestion before it happens in the. In the closed-loop solutions, however, the congestion is controlled after being detected [28]. Detection of congestion can be carried out by employing measurement methods that sense the number of messages in queue, the channel usage level and the channel occupancy time [29].

As mentioned in introduction, the congestion control strategies in VANets are classified into rate-based, power-based, CSMA/CA-based, prioritizing and scheduling-based, and hybrid strategies [17]. In the following, these strategies are discussed.

A. Rate-Based Strategies

The rate-based strategies are type of closed-loop solutions that control congestion after being detected in the networks. These strategies dynamically reduce the transmission rate or packet generation rate to reduce the packet collision rate in the congested channels. Ye et al. [18] measured optimal packet transmission rate based on the vehicle density in order to increase the broadcast efficiency and reliability. They modified the WAVE standard for adding a congestion control layer that communicates with MAC layer. Then, they investigated the packet reception rate of beacon messages by considering the impact of fading on one-dimension broadcasting. However, one-dimension broadcasting is not usual in real applications of VANets.

He et al. [19] proposed a cross-layer strategy to control congestion in control channel, and guarantee delivery of event-driven safety messages. In this strategy, first, the occupancy time of control channel in MAC layer is measured. The channel is considered to be congested if the occupancy time exceeds a predefined threshold. Then, MAC layer sends a signal to application layer for blocking all beacon messages. By blocking beacon messages, the control channel is reserved only for emergency messages, and consequently load of control channel is reduced. In this strategy, however, measuring of the channel occupancy time in MAC layer is difficult.

B. Power-Based Strategies

The power-based strategies control congestion by tuning transmission power (range). The transmission power is one of the most important factors in occurrence of channel collision. When many nodes in the same communication rage compete to acquire the channel, channel collision and consequently congestion occurs. The power-based strategies are open-loop strategies that avoid congestion by tuning transmission power and reducing channel loads.

Torrent-Moreno et al. [20] proposed a Distributed-Fair Power Adjustment for Vehicular environment (D-FPAV) strategy. This strategy dynamically adjusts the beaconing transmission range based on the vehicle density to reduce the channel loads. However, by shrinking the transmission range of beacon messages, the probability of delivering the beacon messages in far distances is reduced. Therefore, the VANets’ applications using beacon information, face some difficulties to obtain essential information.
Sahu et al. [21] proposed Network Coding Congestion Control (NC-CC) strategy that uses network coding to control beacon overhead. The proposed strategy tunes the transmission range of beacon messages by network coding at the packet level. In this strategy, the number of forwarded beacon messages is reduced by forwarding the coded beacon messages only 2-hops over a predefined forwarding zone. Therefore, this strategy decreases channels overhead by reducing the transmission range of beacon messages. The proposed strategy is also scalable due to its ability to forward the beacons messages to a large number of receivers.

C. CSMA/CA-Based Strategies

CSMA/CA protocol is considered as the default congestion control protocol in VANets. This protocol determines the channel access ability for each node in MAC layer. CSMA/CA-based strategies adjust the channel access ability by modifying the channel access parameters such as contention window size and AIFS, and consequently control the congestion in the channels [30].

Hsu et al. [22] proposed an Adaptable Offset Slot (AOS) strategy for reducing the channel load and delay. AOS uses the number of neighbor vehicles to obtain the minimum contention window size. AOS strategy linearly increases the contention window size by increasing the number of vehicles. In this strategy, however, the delay of emergency messages increases when the contention window size increases in high vehicle density condition.

Jang et al. [23] provided a detection-based MAC strategy. This strategy detects the congestion by exchanging RTS/CTS messages to predict the number of message collisions. Then, the contention window size is dynamically adapted according to predicted network status. In other words, to reduce the channels overloads, the contention window size is increased by increasing the number of collisions. Although using this strategy, throughput is improved and the number of collision is reduced, it is not a real-time strategy for broadcasting the messages.

D. Prioritizing and Scheduling-Based Strategies

The congestion control strategies in this category assign priority to the messages such that more chance are given to the more important messages (e.g., emergency messages) for being transferred over the channels without delay. Bai et al. [24] introduced Context Awareness Beacon Scheduling (CABS) strategy to schedule the beacon messages dynamically. CABS strategy solves congestion resulted from high rate of beaconing in high dense vehicular networks. This strategy is a distributed strategy that piggybacks the information in beacon messages (e.g., velocity, direction and position of vehicles). Then, a unique time slot is assigned to each vehicle based on TDMA-like transmission. CABS strategy improves the packet reception rate and channel access delay. However, the internetworking in MAC layer that needs to be considered to allocate proper time slots for different transmissions is not taken into account.

Bouassida et al. [25] proposed a new strategy that controls the congestion by defining priority for messages based on static and dynamic factors. In this strategy, the messages are scheduled in control and service channels. The static and dynamic factors are defined based on the content of messages and condition of network, respectively. This strategy can improve the delivery delay of safety messages.

E. Hybrid Strategies

The hybrid strategies combine all or some of the solutions employed in the previous strategies for solving congestion in VANets. Djahel et al. [26] proposed a three-phase hybrid strategy. In the first phase, the messages are prioritized based on the messages content and number of hops between senders and receivers to avoid congestion. In second phase, the average waiting time, beacon reception rate and collision rate metrics are measured to detect congestion. If the values of these metrics exceed predefined thresholds, the congestion is considered to occur in the VANet. After detecting congestion, in third phase, the transmission rate and transmission range of beacon messages are adjusted to make an efficient usage of the channel bandwidth. Although the delay of the proposed strategy is significant, the reliability and safety of VANets are guaranteed using this strategy.

Taherkhani and Pierre [12], [27] introduced two hybrid congestion control strategies called Uni-Objective Tabu Search (UOTabu) and Multi-Objective Tabu search (MOTabu). These strategies are closed-loop strategies that detect the congestion by measuring the channel usage level. If the channel usage level exceeds 70%, the congestion is considered to occur. Then, by tuning transmission rate and transmission range, the congestion is controlled. The optimal values for these parameters are obtained by a Tabu search algorithm. UOTabu determines transmission rate and range by considering the minimum delay [27], while MOTabu considers minimum delay and jitter to control congestion [12]. The results showed that UOTabu and MOTabu reduced the delay and the packet loss, and consequently improved the performance of VANets.

Despite the advantages of the introduced congestion control strategies, some drawbacks can be observed. Some of the strategies need extra interactions between the vehicles to detect the congestion in the network. These extra interactions increase the channel loads and the possibility of collision [17], [31], [32]. In some strategies, by reducing beaconing rate to control load of channels, the applications using the beacon information face to lack of information to operate efficiently [33]–[35].

Tuning the transmission power and rate to control congestion are affected by various parameters such as vehicle density, distance between sender and receiver, message size and so on. However, in a large scale network, tuning transmission rate and transmission power are faced to many challenges due to the large number of influential parameters [12], [31], [36].

The CSMA/CA protocol employs the exponential back-off mechanism. However, this mechanism is not efficient for broadcasting the beacon messages [37]. This mechanism cannot work properly in high rate message situations, especially when the messages have a time-out that lead to the packets to be dropped.
before transmission. This is worse in the networks with high density [22], [33], [37].

In prioritizing and scheduling-based strategies, the priority of each message is independently determined by each vehicle. Then, the prioritized messages of each vehicle are sent to channel based on a scheduling algorithm. However, when a vehicle sends its emergency messages to control channel, it may face collision because it cannot prevent the other vehicles from sending their low priority messages. Therefore, channel may be occupied by low priority messages leading to delivering of high priority emergency messages with high delay [38].

### III. Problem Statements and Solving Strategies

The intersections are the most likely places for data congestion to occur. High vehicle density before the red traffic lights impacts QoS of VANets [10], [11], [39]. A critical area is formed before the red traffic lights due to the large amount of communications in this area. In this work, this critical area is called congestion area (Fig. 1). In the congestion areas, the number of packets loss and delay increase due to high packet collision rate. Thus, controlling congestion in congestion area helps have a more reliable communication as well as a safer environment.

The proposed strategy in this work employs RSUs installed at the intersections to control congestion locally. Note that in VANets, it is assumed that an RSU is set at each intersection. The proposed strategy adjusts the communication parameters including transmission range, transmission rate, contention window size and AIFS in the congestion areas based on the minimum transferring delay for the messages of each cluster. This strategy is centralized strategy that independently operates in each RSU installed at each intersection to maintain the consistency and reliability of VANets. The proposed congestion control strategy is also a closed-loop and hybrid strategy. The strategy proposed in this work consists of three units: 1) congestion detection unit, 2) data control unit, and 3) congestion control unit.

#### A. Congestion Detection Unit

In congestion detection unit, a measurement based strategy is used to detect congestion in the channels. Generally, in measurement strategies, the channels are sensed periodically to measure some parameters like the number of message in queues, channel usage level and channel occupancy time [30]. In this work, however, the channel usage level is measured to detect the congestion in the channels. If the measured parameter exceeds a predefined threshold, the congestion detection unit assumes that the congestion occurred and sends a signal to the other units to control the congestion. In this work, this threshold is assumed to be equal to 70% as it was assumed in [40].

#### B. Data Control Unit

Data control unit is composed of data gathering, filtering and clustering components. In data gathering component, all transferred messages between the vehicles are collected. In this work, data gathering is conducted by two different techniques. In the first technique, after detecting the congestion, the messages are collected for 100 milliseconds. However, in second technique, the transferred messages between vehicles, which stop before the red traffic lights at intersections, are buffered in RSUs all the time. Thus, the messages are collected before congestion detection. In data filtering component, the redundant messages received by each RSU from different vehicles are deleted to eliminate extra processing operations for the same messages. Then, in the data clustering component, the messages are clustered based on their features using a machine learning algorithm.

Machine learning algorithms are robust means for classifying and clustering the large data sets due to their specific abilities such as short computing time, supporting the huge amount of data, automatically detecting pattern in data, predicting future data using the uncovered patterns, and planning to collect more data [41], [42]. In this work, the machine learning algorithms are used for clustering the large data set and multi-dimensional features space of VANets. Generally, the machine learning algorithms can be divided into supervised (classification) and unsupervised (clustering) learning algorithms categories [43], [44]. The supervised algorithms that are used for labeled data need to employ a training data set for comparing the features [43], [45]. However, the unsupervised algorithms that are used for unlabeled data do not need to employ the training data set [44], [45]. In this work, the unsupervised machine learning algorithms are used for data clustering due to diversity of messages over V2V and V2I communications and unlabeled data in VANets.

In this work, the K-means algorithm is used for clustering the messages in VANets. The K-means is one of the most popular unsupervised learning algorithms widely used for the multi-dimensional features clustering [46], [47]. The K-means is a scalable, rapid and simple learning algorithm. Also, this algorithm is efficient for processing large data [47], [48]. In the following, the K-means learning algorithm used in this work is described in more detail.

**Proposed K-Means Algorithm for Data Clustering:** K-means algorithm was initially introduced by James Macqueen in 1967 [49], but it is still one of the most popular unsupervised clustering algorithms due to its simplicity, empirical success, efficiency, and ease of implementation. K-means clusters a set of data into k number of clusters based on their features. For each data, K-means calculates the Euclidean distance to all cluster centroids (cluster centers), and then selects the minimum distance. The data belongs to a cluster that the distance to the centroid of that cluster is the minimum. Then, the new centroid is calculated for each cluster based on the average coordinate.
of all members of each cluster. Finally, all the data are clustered based on the new centroid. K-means repeats this process until the members of each cluster do not move to the other clusters anymore [46]–[49].

Basically, K-means consists of three main steps: 1) selecting initial centroids for k clusters; 2) computing squared Euclidean distance of each data to the centroids; 3) computing the new centroids cluster to find closest centroids. Steps 2 and 3 should be repeated until the cluster members no longer change [46]–[48].

The initial centroids for K-means can be chosen by Forgy and Random methods [50]. However, there is no guarantee that, using these methods, K-means converges [50], [51]. Therefore, the researchers use various methods for determining the initial centroids. In this work, the initial centroids for k clusters are assumed to be the first k messages received by RSUs.

K-means has three inputs including features, number of clusters and number of iterations. Clustering algorithms classify a set of objects based on identified features; thus, features have a significant impact on performance of the clustering algorithms. In K-means, the features should be transformed to the dimensional values. Generally, there is no efficient strategy for determining the features. In fact the features should be determined specifically for each problem based on the knowledge about the domain of problem [46], [47], [49]. In this work, the features of K-means are defined based on the features of messages including the message size, validity of messages, distances between vehicles and RSUs, type of message and direction of message sender.

The number of clusters is the second input for K-means clustering algorithm. The best number of cluster for each problem can be defined by executing the clustering algorithm for different numbers of clusters [46], [47], [49]. In this work, the number of clusters (k) for K-means is obtained by conducting a set of preliminary simulations shown in Section IV-B.

The clustering algorithm is terminated when a predefined convergence is obtained. That means there are no any changes in the clusters’ members. However, if the convergence is not obtained in the acceptable time, the clustering algorithm should be terminated after a predefined number of iterations. Theoretically, K-means does not rapidly converge especially for the big data sets [46]. In this work, the number of iterations is assumed to be 100.

The complexity of K-means depends on the number of data in each data set, the number of features, number of clusters and number of iterations. Therefore, proper initial conditions can result in a better clustering [52]. Fig. 2 shows the pseudocode of the proposed K-means used for clustering in this work.

**C. Congestion Control Unit**

Congestion control unit adjusts the communication parameters for each cluster determined in data control unit. The communication parameters considered in this unit are transmission rate, transmission range, contention window size and AIFS. The performance of VANets is considerably affected by transmission range and rate. The messages, especially safety messages, are usually sent with high transmission range to increase the number of vehicles that can receive these types of messages. However, the number of collisions increases when the transmission range of messages is high. The transmission rate also impacts the saturation of the channels. High transmission rate improves the performance of VANets’ applications due to the more frequently sending the information to these applications. However, high transmission rate may saturate the channels increasing the load of channels [53]. Contention window size and AIFS also impact the condition of channels. To define the priority of the messages for transferring in the channels, the contention window size and AIFS need to be determined for each type of messages [54]. Prioritizing and scheduling the messages help prevent the channels saturation and congestion occurrence in the networks [55].

For adjusting the communication parameters for each cluster of messages, the proposed strategy selects the proper values of these parameters among the range of values defined by DSRC standard [6], [8]. DSRC defines the transmission rate and range between 3−27 Mbps and 10−1000 m, respectively. Based on this standard, the possible values for transmission rate are 3, 4.5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, and 27 Mbps [56]–[58], while the possible values for transmission range are 10, 50, 100, 126, 150, 210, 300, 350, 380, 450, 550, 650, 750, 850, 930, 971, and 1000 m [59].
Based on DSRC, the possible values for minimum and maximum contention window size (\(CW_{\text{min}}, CW_{\text{max}}\)) are assumed to be \((3, 7), (7, 15),\) and \((15, 1023)\); and the possible values for AIFS are assumed to be \(1, 2, 3,\) and \(7\) [54], [59], [60].

In the proposed strategy, to adjust the communication parameters for each cluster, the delay for centroid of each cluster is calculated using the formulas estimated in [3], [12], [61], and by taking into account all possible combinations of the communication parameters values. Then, the values of communication parameters corresponding to the lowest delay are selected as the communication parameters of each cluster. RSU sends these communication parameters to the vehicles stopped before the red traffic light in the congestion area. Then, the vehicles operate based on these communication parameters to control congestion. Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the proposed strategy and its units.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Scenarios and Simulation Parameters

For simulating the mobility of vehicles and vehicular network, two types of simulators were employed in this work. Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) was used for simulating the mobility of vehicles, vehicles’ traffics and road topologies [62], [63]. Network Simulator (NS, version 2.35) was also used to simulate vehicular networks [64]. In addition, the MOBility model generator for VEhicular network (MOVE) was used to convert the mobility model generated by SUMO to an acceptable scenario for NS2 [65].

To evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy to control congestion in urban environments, an urban scenario was simulated. The pattern of this scenario was considered to be Manhattan road pattern with eight intersections. The simulation parameters used in the urban scenario is shown in Table I. The communication protocol and MAC layer transmission strategy were considered to be IEEE 802.11p and CSMA/CA, respectively. In addition, to model the existing obstacles in urban scenario (e.g., building and trees), Nakagami model was employed as a propagation model. Finally, the Poisson distribution was used for data generation.

B. K-Means Parameters

As it was mentioned before, the features of \(K\)-means used in this work are defined based on the message size, validity of messages, distances between vehicles and RSUs, type of message and direction of the message sender. The message size is different for various types of the messages. The size of emergency and beacon messages is 300 and 400 bytes, respectively [66], while the size of service messages can be 1000, 1024, and 1400 bytes [67]. The validity of message is defined based on the remaining time to the message deadline. The distance between vehicles and RSUs is estimated based on the position of vehicles at intersections. In this work, the type of messages is represented by 1, 2, and 3 for the emergency, beacon and service messages, respectively. Finally, the direction of the message sender is assumed to be 1, 2, 3, and 4 for the vehicle moves towards north, south, east and west directions, respectively.

For selecting the proper number of clusters, a set of preliminary simulations is performed using the proposed \(K\)-means. Tables II and III show the variations of the packet loss ratio and average delay with the variations of the number of vehicles for number of clusters 2, 4, and 6. Table II shows that increasing the number of clusters decreases the packet loss ratio for each number of vehicles. Indeed, by considering more clusters of messages and determining specific communication parameters for each cluster, the number of collisions and consequently the packet loss ratio decrease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total road length</td>
<td>1000 m ( \times ) 1000 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of lanes</td>
<td>4 (2 in each direction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Vehicles</td>
<td>50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicles speed</td>
<td>0-40 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission rate</td>
<td>3-27 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>10MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Size</td>
<td>Beacon: 400 Bytes, Emergency: 300 Bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC type</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation model</td>
<td>Nakagami (m=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocol</td>
<td>DSDV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>1000 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation runs</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Vehicles</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.02935</td>
<td>0.01939</td>
<td>0.01860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.07827</td>
<td>0.03586</td>
<td>0.03097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.19355</td>
<td>0.07841</td>
<td>0.05535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.28065</td>
<td>0.09474</td>
<td>0.07522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.34655</td>
<td>0.11488</td>
<td>0.08466</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Vehicles</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>11.25480</td>
<td>10.64951</td>
<td>9.75480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>18.65794</td>
<td>15.54763</td>
<td>15.24875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>59.25471</td>
<td>26.54961</td>
<td>40.98510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>94.21875</td>
<td>61.57150</td>
<td>81.74960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>160.21450</td>
<td>103.47000</td>
<td>143.47560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III shows that the average delay decreases by increasing the number of clusters when the number of vehicles is less than or equal to 200. However, for a number of vehicles larger than 200, the lowest average delay is obtained for four clusters. When the number of clusters is equal to two, the average delay for transferring the messages over VANet is highest, due to the high collision rate between the messages. For the number of vehicles larger than 200, by increasing the number of clusters from four to six, the average delay increases, due to decreasing the consistency of clusters and increasing the clustering errors for separating the messages between the different clusters.

Therefore, the number of clusters for the $K$-means is assumed to be equal to four. Note that based on Table II, the packet loss ratio calculated for four clusters are very close to the packet loss ratio calculated for six clusters. Also, based on Table III, the average delays calculated for four and six clusters are almost identical when the number of vehicles is less than 200. For terminating the $K$-means, the number of iterations is assumed to be 100. Finally, the initial centroids for 4 clusters are also assumed to be the first 4 messages received by RSUs.

C. Simulation Results and Performance Evaluation

In this section, the performance of the proposed congestion control strategy is evaluated and compared with some congestion control strategies in VANets. The comparisons were conducted between CSMA/CA [30], D-FPAV [20], CABS [24], NC-CC [21] and the proposed strategy in this work (ML-CC). CSMA/CA strategy is the default congestion control strategy for avoiding collision in VANets. D-FPAV strategy controls congestion by dynamically tuning the transmission range of the safety messages. CABS strategy is a distributed strategy that reduces the number of beacon transmissions by network coding and reducing the transmission power of each node. Finally, NC-CC strategy controls the congestion by dynamically scheduling the beacon messages and tuning beaconing rate. Finally, NC-CC strategy for avoiding collision in VANets. D-FPAV strategy controls congestion by dynamically tuning the transmission range of the safety messages. CABS strategy is a distributed strategy that controls the congestion by dynamically scheduling the beacon messages and tuning beaconing rate. Finally, NC-CC strategy.

For evaluating the performance of the congestion control strategies, six performance metrics are employed:

1. Average Delay: This metric corresponds to the average of time needed to deliver the messages from senders to receivers.
2. Average Throughput: It corresponds to the average number of bytes received successfully by the receivers per time unit.
3. Number of Packets Lost: It corresponds to the total number of packets lost during the simulation time.
4. Packet Loss Ratio: It is defined as the ratio of the total number of packets lost over the total number of sent packets.
5. Collision Probability: It corresponds to the probability of collision occurrence in the channels during the packets transmissions.
6. Packet Delivery Ratio: It corresponds to the ratio of the total number of packets delivered to the destinations over the total number of packets sent by nodes.

A set of simulations was carried out to evaluate the impact of number of vehicles, simulation time and vehicle density on the introduced performance metrics.

As it was mentioned in Section III-B, the data gathering in data control unit can be performed by two techniques. The first technique operates based on the data collected after detecting the congestion (ML-CC(1)). However, the second technique operates based on previous data buffered in RSUs (ML-CC(2)). In the following, the performances of these two techniques are evaluated.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the variation of packet loss ratio and average delay with the number of vehicles, respectively. The figures show that the packet loss ratio and average delay resulted from ML-CC(2) are less than ML-CC(1). The second technique outperforms the first technique because using ML-CC(2), the vehicles set the communication parameters in congestion situation for all messages even for the new generated messages. Also, as it can be seen in the Fig. 5, ML-CC(1) technique requires 100 ms time for collecting the messages that lead to the higher average delay in this technique. Therefore, in this work, ML-CC(2) technique was selected for collecting data messages in data control unit.

Fig. 6 compares the average delay obtained by different congestion control strategies. As the figure shows, by increasing the number of vehicles from 50 to 500, the average delay increases for all strategies. When the number of vehicles increases from 50 to 500, the average delay increases from 19.4, 17.5, 13.1, 12.9, and 9.3 milliseconds to 1054.7, 510.3, 366.4, 300.8, and 103.4 milliseconds for CSMA/CA, D-FPAV, CABS, NC-CC and ML-CC strategies, respectively. However, the rate of change of the average delay resulted from the proposed strategy (ML-CC) is less than the other congestion control strategies.
The transmission range and rate, contention window size and AIFS are the most important parameters that have significant impact on the condition of communication channels. ML-CC strategy dynamically adjusts these parameters. Using ML-CC strategy, the number of collisions decreases. Consequently the average delay for delivering messages decreases. Moreover, the ML-CC considers all types of messages (i.e., safety and service messages), and determines the communication parameters for each cluster of messages, while D-FPAV, CABS and NC-CC only consider the beacon messages for controlling congestion.

Fig. 7 shows the variation of the average throughput with the number of vehicles for various congestion control strategies. It also shows that, by increasing the number of vehicles from 50 to 500, the average throughput increases 7.7%, 11.4%, 16.2%, 20.6%, and 27.9% for CSMA/CA, D-FPAV, CABS, NC-CC and ML-CC, respectively. It can be observed that the average throughput obtained from ML-CC is more than the other strategies. By clustering all the messages, adjusting appropriate values for contention window size and AIFS and also tuning transmission range and rate for each cluster of messages, congestion is better controlled using ML-CC.

In Fig. 8, the number of packets lost and the packet loss ratio are measured for different number of vehicles. Fig. 8(a) shows that the number of packets lost for CSMA/CA, D-FPAV, CABS, NC-CC and ML-CC are $162.5 \times 10^4$, $135.9 \times 10^4$, $91.3 \times 10^4$, $85.6 \times 10^4$, and $10.6 \times 10^4$, respectively, for the number of vehicles equal to 500. Using ML-CC strategy reduces the packet loss significantly in comparison with the other strategies, by diminishing channel collisions.

Moreover, Fig. 8(b) illustrates the variations of packet loss ratio with number of vehicles. As the figure shows, the packet loss ratio obtained for the number of vehicles equal to 50 is 22.9%, 18.2%, 7.8%, 6.2%, and 1.1% for CSMA/CA, D-FPAV, CABS, NC-CC and ML-CC strategies, respectively, while these ratios increase to 68.9%, 65.4%, 34.7%, 28.7%, and 11.4% for the number of vehicles 500. Indeed, the packet loss ratio obtained from ML-CC strategy is 57.4%, 53.9%, 23.2%, and 17.2% less than the ratio obtained from CSMA/CA, D-FPAV, CABS and NC-CC strategies, respectively, for the number of vehicles equal to 500. These results illustrate that ML-CC outperforms the other strategies and can improve packet loss ratio in communication channels, which is one of the main goals of every congestion control strategies.

In Figs. 9 and 10, the variation of average throughput and delay with simulation time is depicted, respectively, whereas the number of vehicles is assumed to be 500. Fig. 9 shows that the average throughput obtained from ML-CC strategy is more than the average throughput obtained from the other strategies during the simulation time. The results also show that after 1000 milliseconds, the average throughput increases to 1.29, 1.35, 1.57, 1.69, and 2.09 Mbps, using CSMA/CA, D-FPAV, CABS, NC-CC and ML-CC strategies, respectively. As the results show, using ML-CC strategy, the average throughput is improved significantly because V2V and V2I communications are conducted using the proper communication parameters; thus, the congestion is better controlled in the channels.
Furthermore, Fig. 10 presents the plot of the average delay versus simulation time. In this figure, it can be seen that the average delay resulted from ML-CC strategy is less than the other strategies during simulation time. The results also show that, by advancing the simulation time from 250 to 500 seconds, using CSMA/CA, D-FPAV, CABS, NC-CC and ML-CC strategies, the average delay decreases 0.17, 0.48, 0.51, 0.34, and 0.53 seconds. It means that the average delay obtained from ML-CC strategy decreases faster than the other strategies. The reason for such observation is that ML-CC strategy controls the transmission rate and range and determines the priority of the messages for being sent in the channels by adjusting contention window size and AIFS for all types of messages.

The last set of results is depicted in Figs. 11 and 12 that denote a comparison between the proposed congestion control strategy (ML-CC) and CSMA/CA strategy as the default congestion control strategy in VANets. Fig. 11 illustrates the variations of the collision probability with the number of vehicles. It shows that the collision probability increases by increasing the number of vehicles for both strategies. However, using ML-CC strategy, the collision probability does not increase significantly. It also shows that, for a number of vehicles equal to 500, the collision probability resulted from ML-CC strategy is 8.2 times less than the collision probability resulted from CSMA/CA strategy.

The variation of packet delivery ratio with vehicle density is illustrated in Fig. 12. The figure shows that, by increasing the vehicle density, the packet delivery ratio decreases. However, the packet delivery ratio resulted from ML-CC strategy is more than CSMA/CA strategy. Indeed, by increasing the vehicle density from 40 to 100 vehicles/km, the packet delivery ratio decreases to 0.08 and 0.04 for CSMA/CA and ML-CC strategies, respectively. Those results also clearly indicate that ML-CC strategy outperforms CSMA/CA congestion control strategy. It means ML-CC can deliver more packets in urban environments with high density of vehicles. As it was mentioned before, ML-CC strategy decreases the packet loss ratio [Fig. 8(b)] by determining the transmission range and rate, contention window size and AIFS which are the most effective communication parameters in the performance of the networks. Therefore, ML-CC strategy can improve the collision probability and packet delivery ratio and consequently controls congestion in channels in urban intersections.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this work, a Machine Learning Congestion Control (ML-CC) strategy was proposed to address the congestion that may occur at intersections, due to the large amount of communications between vehicles stopped before red traffic lights. The proposed strategy was a closed-loop congestion control strategy. This strategy was also a centralized and localized strategy because each RSU set at each intersection is responsible for controlling the congestion occurring at that intersection. ML-CC strategy consisted of three units including congestion detection, data control and congestion control units. The congestion detection unit measured the channel usage level to detect congestion. The data control unit collected and filtered the messages to eliminate the redundant messages, then clustered the messages into four separate clusters using a $K$-means. The congestion control unit determined communication parameters including transmission range and rate, contention window size and AIFS for each cluster based on the minimum delay to transfer the messages. Finally, the communication parameters determined by ML-CC strategy are sent by RSU to the vehicles stopped before red traffic lights to reduce the collision in channels and control the congestion.

Taking into account an urban scenario, the performance of ML-CC strategy was compared with CSMA/CA, D-FPAV, CABS and NC-CC strategies. The comparison showed that the proposed strategy outperformed the other congestion control strategies in VANets. ML-CC strategy improved the performance of VANets by reducing the packet loss ratio, the average delay and collision probability. Moreover, ML-CC strategy increased the average throughput and packet delivery ratio considerably. Based on the obtained results, it can be concluded that the proposed strategy is a scalable strategy because the performance metrics do not change significantly by increasing the number of vehicles in the network. ML-CC strategy improved the performance metrics by clustering all
types of messages, and adjusting communication parameters for each cluster. Therefore, using ML-CC strategy, congestion can be controlled properly, and subsequently a safer environment can be provided for road users especially at the urban intersections.

To practically implement the proposed strategy in real vehicular networks, an RSU needs to be set at each intersection. Also, since congestion control is a real-time process, RSUs may need to be equipped with Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) for quickly executing machine learning algorithms. Note that the machine learning algorithms conduct a large number of calculations and operations that take a lot of time.
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